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Y, Leadtime Estimation In Q Manufacturing Environment
ä .

by
wäQ_ j K.Srihari(ABSTRACT)

This research examines the relationships between the

independent variables; lot size, sequencing rule, and shop

type/product mix and the ’dependent variables; work-in-

process, machine utilization, flowtime, and leadtime. These

· i relationships have seldom been investigated by academicians.
i

There is go satisfactory method available in the literature

today that can be used to accurately estimate leadtime.

This research devoloped methods for leadtime estimation. A

leadtime estimation method would be invaluable to the
production planner, for it would enable the person to decide

when the job should be released to the shop.

The experimental system considered in this research is

an eight machine shop. Three different shop types, a

jobshop, modified flowshop, and a flowshop, were modelled.

Each shop type had eight different product types being

manufactured. Two different sequencing rules, SPT and FIFO,V

were used. The entire system was analysed via simulation on

an IBM P.C. using SIMAN system simulation concepts.



Two different job release methods, JRMl and JRM2, were

developed. The job release rules succeeded in decreasing

work-in-process, but also slightly increased flowtime.

There was no substantial effect on machine utilization. It
was also found that the SPT sequencing rule was superior to

·E‘IFO, in the scenario in which no release rule was used.
Shop type did not seem to have an effect on the dependent

variables. Lot size was the most important independent

variable, as it affected all the dependent variables

substantially. It was found that flowtime was directly

proportional to the lot size. A graphical method to estimate

leadtime was developed. Values derived graphically were

compared with leadtime values derived through actual

simulation. _
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CHAPTER

INTRODUCTION

I.} Background
Leadtimes have a fundamental bearing on almost every

manufacturing system. However, leadtime and the variables

that can be used to determine it are perhaps one of the most

confusing topics in. production and inventory· management.

Appropriate leadtimes are a function of shop load,

congestion in the shop, and processing time required [8].

Often, leadtimes are estimated using historical data. This
may not be a good practice since shopfloor considerations

such as congestion Vary continously [37].

It is hypothesized that leadtime has a direct effect

on flowtime. There can be little doubt that manufacturing

flowtimes in most shop environments are too long. It is

hypothesized that approximately 90 percent of the flowtime

of a job is spent as time in queue [6]. It is also

hypothesized that the major effect of excessive leadtimes is

a very high Work-in-Process (WIP) level [37]. This is caused

by the material waiting in machine queues to be processed.

WIP is a parameter that affects machine utilization

[7]. One of the primary reasons for maintaining Very large

Volumes of WIP is to ensure maximum machine utilization [7].

. l
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Usually a machine idle situation can be avoided by

maintaining adequate amounts of WIP. Therefore leadtime may

adversely or positively affect WIP, machine utilization, and

flowtime.

Another drawback of long leadtimes is the inability to

respond rapidly to customer demand [10]. In. multi-stage ~

production, inflation of leadtimes at every stage will

result in a cumulative effect [7]. This reduces the ability

to respond rapidly to varied customer demands [10]. It is

therefore obvious that there is a relationship between the

planned inputed variable leadtime and WIP, machine

utilization and resulting flowtime. These relationships

seem apparent but are not totally clear and have not been

analyticallydefined.1.2

Definitions

The following definitions were used for this research

and are given for common understanding. The word 'leadtime'

for example, connotes several distinctly different ideas. To

avoid any such ambiguity, the important terms were

redefined.

1.2.1 Leadtime. Leadtime is the budgeted (planned) time to

perform a given operation or a set of operations. For any

order (job), its leadtime is defined as: j
A = d - r _

.
(1.1)
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where: A = leadtime per order (job) .

d = due date _

r = order release date.

Leadtime for a single operation is defined as:

Ai = Di - Ri (1.2)

where: Ai = leadtime of the operation _

Di= due date of that operation

Ri= arrival date of that operation.

2.2.2 Flowtime. Flowtime for a job is defined as the
actual time it takes to complete a job. It is analytically

l
defined as:

' F = c - r (1.3)

where: F = flowtime

c = actual completion date of the order

r = order release date.

Flowtime for a particular operation is defined as:

Fi = Ci- Ri ‘ (1.4)

where: Fi = flowtime for the operation

Ci = time the operation was actually completed

Ri = time the previous operation was completed.

2.2.2 Machine Utilization. Machine utilization is the

ratio between the total time during which the machine is in

use to the total time for which the machine is available to
process jobs. It is dependent on the availability of
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material to be processed. If MU equals the total time the

machine is in use, and MA equals the total time the machine

is available for use, then Machine Utilization (MCU) can be
defined as:

MCU = MU/MA (1.5)

1.g.g Wgrg-In-Process. Work-in-process (WIP) denotes jobs
that have entered the system, but have not been completed.

It is the sum of the jobs that are being processed and the

jobs waiting in queue to be processed.

WIP = SJP + SJQ (1.6)

where: SJP = sum of the jobs being processed

SJQ = sum of the jobs in queue in the system

l.; The Problem

It is thus evident that the above defined parameters

are qualitatively interdependent. Machine utilization

depends ·upon the availability of jobs to be processed.

Naturally, high WIP levels ensure that machine utilization

values should be high. However, this could result in longer

flowtimes. Hence, the optimal might be to maintain the WIP

at the lowest possible level while ensuring maximum machine

utilization.

It is fairly obvious that as WIP increases, flowtime

should also increase correspondingly. This will result in
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increased inventory carrying costs. An increase in WIP

should increase shop congestion as well, resulting in higher

flowtime values.

As· the machine utilization increases, the flowtime

required to process a job should also increase
correspondingly. This is because it is more probable that a

machine will be busy, resulting in greater queue time values

than if the machine was idle.

The primary objective at any any facility has always

been the reduction of production costs. However, as flowtime

increases, incremental costs are incurred. The four cost

elements are material, labor, carrying, and overhead.

Although it is quite evident nthat there. exists a

re_lationship between leadtime as it effects WIP, machine

utilization and flowtime, there appears to be no analytical

relationship in the literature between these parameters.

This often resulted in inflated leadtimes being assumed, as

it has always been safer to overestimate than to

underestimate because missed due dates, idle workers, and

machines would be highly visible [7]. Inflated flowtimes

also have their own ill-effects [37].

There is very little evidence in the literature of

formal attempts being made to reduce the planned leadtime.
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The reason for this may have been a notion that an increase

in leadtime will only result in. a marginal increase in
production costs. The advent of the 'Just-In-Time'
philosophy has changed this hypothesis._ The Japanese are

striving to attain zero inventory levels with the flowtime
l

being the sum of the time spent at every work center. They ·

do not anticipate any queue time.

1.g Objective ‘

Therefore, the problem arose that there was no method

to calculate an appropriate
A

leadtime for different

production levels. In addition, it does not appear that

there has been a study by academicians on the relationships

between leadtime, flowtime, WIP and. machine utilization.

Hence, the research objective was to develop and define a

technique to determine the appropriate leadtime required to

process a job for different levels of WIP and. machine

utilization and flowtime. Assuming the due date for a

jobshop was known, then an attempt was made to identify a

method by which the date on which the job could be released ·
to the shopfloor could be calculated for various WIP and

machine utilization levels. The independant variables

considered included:

1. Shop type/product mix.

2. Sequencing rule.

3. Lot size.
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The dependent variables considered included:

1. WIP levels.
l

Z. Machine utilization.

3. Job flowtime. x

Sequencing procedures and loading schedules were

expected to have significant effects on the actual leadtimes

and the WIP levels and would have to be addressed. The

following sections consider each individual variable that

was an input or output to the system.

1.g.l Shop Type/Product Mix. Shop type is determined by the
job flow within the facility. It is determined by the flow

direction and the number of entry and exit points to the

system. Shop type can vary from the completely randomized

flow of the pure jobshop to the unidirectional flow of the

pure flowshopj A pure flowshop has only one entry and one

exit point, but a pure jobshop has Zn entry and exit points,

if there are n machines.

Product mix is defined as the change, over time, of

the jobs passing through the manufacturing facility. A

very wide variety, incorporated in the product mix, would

result in larger values of WIP. Product mix variation may

cause frequent changes in setup and may hence result _in

increased production leadtime. Besides, the constraint to

produce in lots may also result in larger values of WIP. ·
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1.g.g Seguencing Eule;. A sequencing rule is used to place

the jobs that are waiting in a queue in a certain order.

Sequencing rules can be very simple or extremely complex

[9]. Some common, simple rules used are selecting jobs at

random, FIFO and SPT. Past research indicates that, in

general, SPT minimizes the flowtime [9]. But FIFO is the

most commonly used rule because of its simplicity and ease

of application. Some of the other rules are the earliest

due date rule (EDD), the number of operations rule (NOP)

etc. The effect of FIFO and SPT on WIP, machine utilization

and flowtime was studied.

1.g.Q ggg gizgg. Lot size is defined as the amount of a
particular item that is ordered from the plant or the

Vendor. Smaller lot sizes to be produced in a financially
' viable manner should be the ultimate goal. Smaller lot sizes

provide increased flexibility and should help to reduce WIP.

The "Just In Time" concept advocates using very small lot

sizes [31].

_]_..§_ Thesis Outline ·

The literature review presented in Chapter II attempts[
to summarize the major published research which has provided

background for this research. The literature review '

, considers topics such as WIP, machine utilization, flowtime
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and leadtime, simulation, and due date defining procedures.

The job release methods used are presented in Chapter

III. Both the job release methods, and the logic behind
their use are dealt with in this chapter. The methodology

used in this research is explained in Chapter IV. The topics

considered are the V system under consideration, the

independent and dependent variables considered, the

assumptions made, and the simulation methods used.

Ä Chapter V presents the results observed and the

inferences made. Graphical analysis of leadtime is also

presented in this chapter. The conclusions and the

recommendations for further research are given in the sixth

. chapter.



CHAPTER g

Q REVIEW gg ggg LITERATURE

A basic component of effective shopfloor control is an

accurate method to manage manufacturing leadtimes. 0ood

leadtime management will result in reduced inventory, better

customer service levels, increased flexibility, and ease of
scheduling [10].

‘

There is very little in the published literature that

investigates interactive relationships between the inputed

leadtime and the resulting flowtime, WIP and machine

utilization. While there are numerous articles on these

topics from, practioners in, practioner oriented journals,

there is little in the research° oriented journals.

Therefore, it appears that the research in this area is more

qualitative than, quantitative in, nature. Hence, the

literature indicates that there is a lack of technical,

quantitative research work in this area. The terms leadtime

and flowtime have been used interchangeably in the

literature. This literature review will, if necessary,

alter the articles' terminology to correspond with the[
definitions given in the first chapter.

g.} Leadtime ggg Flowtime: V
While leadtime and flowtime have already been defined,

V 10
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it is very important to understand the distinction between

these two parameters. Belt [7] states that leadtime is a.

controllable variable, similar to the variety and number of

machine tools on the shopfloor or the volume of raw material

purchased. Leadtime is an inputed variable preset by

managers. Hence, Belt [7] gives the opinion that leadtime

too must be managed in a scientific manner, similar to

resources management. This concept would assist in

increasing the return on investment.

According to Belt, the production controller must :

l. Allocate leadtime correctly, as it is an invaluable

resource.

2. Balance leadtime with other production and business
resources.

3. Monitor and control leadtime continously, ensuring

that it does not deviate too much from the given plan.

Belt calls these three points the new ABC 's of

leadtime management, where A stands for Allocate, B stands

for Balance and C stands for Control. Belt further states

that leadtime must be balanced with:

l. Man/machine resources. ‘

2. Forecasting resources.

3. Marketing resources, such as sales capability.

4. Human resources, especially idle time.

5. Financial resources, such as investment.
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Boeder and Gurnee [10] state that WIP has a direct

effect on flowtime. They describe the interaction between
flowtime, leadtime and other parameters. In order to

calculate the flowtime, Boeder et al state that data on the

following details may be required :

1. Well defined work centers.

2. Actual routes.
_ 3. Travel time between centers.

4. Bill of material.

5. Setup time. . _

6. Time taken to complete a manufacturing activity.

7. Idle time spent as queue time.

~ Kanet [25] observed that leadtime estimates have been

known to affect both the master scheduling system and the

capacity planning system. The master schedule acts as the

driving mechanimn for the entire manufacturing operation. n
This schedule acts as the input to the inventory planning

system which calculates the net requirements and planned

_ orders for all the components needed by the system. Orders

for the shop scheduling system are released by this system.

It is the capacity planning fuactian that combines all

the data given by the. inventory planning system and the

information regarding the orders already released to the

shop-floor. Kanet [25] then observed that when the leadtime
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requirement increases, it results in an increase in required

capacity and load. When the load exceeds the installed

capacity, then a managerial decision to reschedule or
_ increase capacity has to be made. Thus, leadtime variation

( could directly affect the capacity planning and the master

scheduling functions. ·

Orlicky [32] suggests that leadtime can be represented

by an equation:

Leadtime = Kl*n + K2 (2.1)

where n equals the number of jobs in the component routing

and Kl, K2 are constants. The value of leadtime depends on

K1 and K2. This is one method of estimating the leadtime

value. There appears to be a strong relationship between the

leadtime calculation method and the shop performance. „

The il‘l effects of poorly calculated leadtimes are

best described by Ralph St.John [37]. Inflated leadtimes

· could cause :

1. A very high level of finished goods and raw material

inventory.

2. An inability to respond rapidly to varying customer

demands.

· 3. A very high level of WIP since a lot of material

would be tied up in work queues.
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4. Stacked leadtimes due to the cumulative effect of
[ [

inflated leadtimes at various levels in a multistage

production line.· [

St.John explains why leadtimes are often inflated. The
reasons are :

·

1. Insufficient capacity, excessive plant loads and

poor balance between the input and output.

2. Excessive precautions to avoid a situation wherein

there is a lack of available work.

3. Missed due dates, idle workers and machines will be

too obvious.Bellafotto

[6] states that no single area will be able

to do more to meet the objectives of production control than

controlling leadtimes. He states that there should be

absolute control of manufacturing leadtimes and no time

greater than that actually required should be allowed.

Heard and Plossl [22] state that the first step in

flowtime reduction is to identify all the components

involved and understand their relationships. The components

involved could then be controlled. They further state that a

reduction in the planned leadtimes can improve the actual

flowtime and the inventory performance to a point. Beyond

that however, any reduction in flowtime wouhd have to be

accompanied by simultaneous reductions. in flowtime
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variability, if any significant reductions.in flowtime are

to be made.

2.2 Wg£g—Ig-Process

Work—In-Process (WIP) consists of all jobs that have

entered the system, but have not yet been completed. This

would include all the jobs that are being processed and the

jobs that are waiting in queue to be processed.

The costs associated with WIP fall into four

categories:
[

_

1. Carrying costs associated with capital cost, -

warehousing, insurance, taxes, spoilage and obsolescence.‘

2. Stockout costs caused by WIP shortage, leading to

a stockout situation at a particular workstation or at

a series of them. This may lead to lost profit on sales,

loss of goodwill, loss of production etc.,.

3. System control costs which include the cost of

acquiring the data required to implement procedures and

computational costs. This is an area which is often

neglected.

‘ Leadtime control almost universally means reducing

WIP. This can be achieved by reducing input or by increasing

the output for a small period of time [7]. Therefore, the

question can be posed as to why WIP is maintained. Belt [7]

provides four reasons:
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1. Decouples one production process from another to ·

reduce setup costs and permit longer production runs.

2. Gives visual security and stimulus to the workers

who may otherwise tend to find excuses to avoid planned

output rates and may risk running themselves out of work.

3. Acts as a buffer against downtime in an earlier

production stage. '

4. Permits machines to run simultaneously without

waiting for completion of upstream operations.

Belt [7] further illustates a scenario wherein an

increase in inventory would be perfectly legitimate. A shop-

floor manager may desire to increase leadtime from three to

four days since it may be advantageous to combine similar

jobs and obtain longer runs. This may reduce the number of

setups. The additional WIP required may cost R dollars as

investment. The amount saved may be S dollars. Hence, the

Return on Investment (ROI) is computed as ROI equalling S/R.

This may or may not be acceptable to the company.

_ If the total leadtime under consideration were to be

forty days, then a day's increase in leadtime is

proportionaly small and it may not substantially affect

forecasting [7]. However for example, this is done at five

different levels, then it could have an affect on
forecasting.
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Belt [7] suggests that WIP turnover could be used as a

_ barometer to measure control over WIP and leadtimes. If for
U

example, the value of WIP is $400,000 and the quarterly

production is estimated at $300,000, then the WIP turnover

is 0.75 per quarter or three turns per year. Selecting an

ideal value of WIP turnover may be impossible, but this may

. be an easier way to measure progress.

Conroy [12] explains how Data General Corporation ·

controlled WIP by a basic manufacturing design postulate.

They assumed that all items produced in the same production

unit would have the same leadtime. A production unit is a

manufacturing organization that produces similar items over

common equipment and skilled labor. Examples of such

production units are metal fabrication departments, assembly

lines and printed circuit board lines.

The WIP value would be given by the equation :

WIP($)= Production($)/Week*Leadtime(weeks) (2.2)

This formula can be used to calculate theoretical WIP

levels. Conroy [12] found that if WIP is managed,

production leadtimes are also managed.

Kanet [25] considers yet another scenario. If there is

a sudden substantial increase in component leadtimes, then
the immediate effect would be an increase in Shop backlog by
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a comparable time period. However, if the shop utilization

is less than 100 percent, then it is only a matter of time

before the WIP is brought back to the original level. The

time taken to achieve this in reality depends upon the

facility utilization.[

”
This may seem to be incorrect. Higher leadtimes always

seem to mean higher WIP. The actual conflict is between

flowtime and WIP and not leadtime and WIP. This is because

it is the flowtime that determines the actual period for

which the job is in the system. It is this factor that_

determines what the WIP level would be.

If the average number of jobs in the system is N, the

arrival rate of orders is R and flowtime is F, then Littles

Queuing formula gives N = R.F. This equation links WIP and

flowtime. Conway et al [13] discuss this equation in a

detailed manner.

It is common knowledge that in the last few years,

Japaneses industries have had better productivity then their

Western counterparts. Brian 0'Connor [31] provides several

reasons to explain this phenomenon. The primary cause for

their· better productivity is their emphasis on reducing

flowtime to a bare minimum. This has been achieved through:

1. Short setup times.

g 2. Small batches which tend optimal batch size of cha.
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3. Group technology.

The Japanese strive to attain stockless production,

which is analogous to little or no WIP. Eliminating waste

has always been high on their list of priorities. Robert

Hall [20] states that Just-in—Time (JIT) production,

stockless production, and synchronized production all mean

the same thing. They all call for the right part being at

the right place at the correct time. This means that WIP is

reduced to a minimum. Hall [20] calls this very exact

production scheduling. JIT production would result in the

leadtime being the sum of the processing times and the

materials handling time. No queue time is expected.

2.3 Machine Utilization _
This parameter has already been defined. In order that

machine utilization be maximized, certain criteria must be

considered [37]: e
1. Total time the machines are available to process jobs.

- 2. Occurrence of breakdowns on the shop-floor.

3. Preventive and regular maintenance programs being

implemented.

· 4. Availability of work.

It could be disadvantageous if a machine is idle due

_ to the lack of available work. This is a sutuation that
could be induced by an excessive reduction in WIP. Belt [7]
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states that managers dread a stockout so.much that they

would rather have safety stock and hence excesive WIP rather

than face such a situation. They do not want to have people

idle due to a lack of work [37].

'It is common industrial practice to locate buffer

stocks near unreliable machinery. Ovuworie [30] points out

· that this is done to reduce the deleterious effects caused

by a breakdown at an unreliable work center. A stockout

situation can be avoided by analysing breakdown probability,

adequate predictive and preventive maintenance, auxilliary

equipment usage or through identification of machines placed

at the wrong place.

Ovuworie [30] states that adequate buffer, properly

placed will reduce the effects of these problems. But, he

fails to recognize that this would result in a corresponding

increase in WIP. The author deals mainly with the

reliability of machine tools and the use of buffer stocks to

overcome this problem.

Heard [2l] has dealt with the concept of safety stock

in a shopfloor environment. Although safety stock may

increase the machine utilization figures, it will also

increase the WIP. This results in an inventory cost .

increase, especially in a multi-stage system. The objective

of any manufacturing engineer ·should be to keep machine ·
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utilization at a maximum, while maintaining WIP at a

minimum.
l ‘

2.g Scheduling ggg Dispatching Techniques
A considerable amount of attention has been devoted to

production scheduling. Despite this, Lageweg, Lenstra and

Rinnoy—Kan [27] predicted in 1967 that, inspite of some

progress, a large amount of work remains to be done.

Similarly, Conway et al [13] have observed that only very

small problems can be solved optimally within a reasonable

span of time. Eilon [16], in an editorial, stated that

large areas of the scheduling problem are still not well

developed. The economic aspects of scheduling have

attracted considerable attention in the recent past.

Blackstone et al [9] surveyed dispatching rules used

for jobshops. A dispatching rule is used to select the next

job from a series of jobs awaiting processing. These rules

are usually used to minimize cost. Dispatching rules do not

seek an optimal for a jobshop environment. This means that

no particular dispatching rule is found to produce lower

costs than all other rules under a variety of conditions. ‘

Muhlemann et al [28] describe a jobshop, consisting

of several machines, some of which can be considered

identical in capability. Each job may require several

[operations to be performed, in a known order. Each
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operation is performed on a specific machine type. Expected

processing times are known, and setup times are sequence

independent.

The system was designed so that management could use

several factors to assess the shop performance. Muhlemannn

et al [28] used the following factors in their study : l
1. The mean ratio of processing time to flowtime.

‘ 2. The mean queue time.

3. Lateness.
”

4. Tardiness.

5. The percentage of jobs late.

6. Makespan.

Operations were scheduled using the following dispatching

rules:

1. Random.

2. First come first served.

3. Earliest due date.
l

4. Shortest processing time.

In addition to these, the author specified eight other

dispatching

rules.Simulation was used as the solution method. The

authors conclude that if the job with the shortest

processing time or the one with with the least amount of

work left was scheduled first, then the flowtime to
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[processing time ratio would be minimized. It was also found

that the SPT was the best when rescheduling was less

frequent.

After considering the wide variety of sequencing rules

available, Aggarwal [2] and Jones [23] have corroborated the

findings of_Muh1emann. They stated that SPT is the most

cost effective rule in real-life situations.-

The difference between sequencing and dispatching

should be understood. Job sequencing differs from

dispatching in that sequencing procedures order all jobs in

the queue, while dispatching procedures indicate the single
U

job to be performed next [4].

Baker [3] discusses single server models. He came to

the conclusion that the mean flowtime is minimized by the

shortest processing rule. Mean lateness is minimized by the

shortest imminent processing rule. Baker [4] has also

proved that if mean tardiness is to be taken as the

performance measure, and if very tight due dates are set,

then SPT is the most effective sequencing rule. Blackstone,

Phillips and Hogg [9] also emphasize that no single
I

dispatching rule yet developed will optimize delay costs in

the jobshop environment.

Fabrycky and Shamblin [17] present another sequencing
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rule, based on the computation of an urgency factor for each
job. A job with a higher urgency value was scheduled in

preference to a job with a lower urgency value. This rule

was found to be superior to FIFO, since the number of jobs

early or late was found to be less if this probability based

sequencing rule was used. Both the rules were compared

using two, 100 day simulation runs.

King and Spachis [26] reviewed heuristics developed

for flowshop scheduling. They used simulation as the

analysis technique to assess the efficiency of various
heuristics. The reason they used simulation is that although

the branch and bound algorithm may be the best method that

may be available, sooner or later a stage is reached wherein

the problem reaches a size which requires a great deal of

computer time. There is no hard and fast rule about the size

of the problem that can be handled. It is nevertheless very
'

small, as the computer time required increases exponentially

with problem size.

Q.; Que Qeue Assignment
In order to set a due date accurately, it is

imperative that there is an accurate estimate of the

flowtime required for the job to be processed within the „

facility. Several recent studies‘ have examined the
interaction between the sequencing methods used, and the
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method used to assign due dates. Bertrand [8] examined the
effectiveness of setting due dates using a time phased

'
representation of the workload as also the machine

capacity. He came to the conclusion that due date assignment

systems using workload and capacity information 'can

contribute in decreasing the standard deviation of the
lateness observed. He calculated the due date as the sum of

the processing time, the flowtime allowance, and the

congestion allowance. _

A pure jobshop was simulated in Bertrand's study. The

shop consisted of five unique machines, and a jobshop

simulation package was used. Steady state was assumed to be

attained by loading a block of thirteen jobs at the start of

the simulation run. The sequencing rule used in this study

was a combination of SPT (to reduce mean flowtime), and the

'Cperation Due Date' rule (to reduce the variance of the due

date deviations).

Baker [5] states that SPT is effective when tight due

_dates are set, and the flowtime allowance is minimal. The
mean tardiness achieved by the using SPT is less than other

' sequencing rules. He also states that the due date must be

set, taking into consideration the total work (TWK) in the

facility.

Baker states that the due date can be set using a
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variety of decision rules. If Rj denotes the arrival of the

job to the system, then:

Dj = Rj + Aj (2.3)

where_
* Dj = due date. l

Rj = time the job arrives to the shop.

Aj = flowtimeallowance.Baker
used five different methods to set the flowtime

,

allowances. He also suggests that milestones should be set

for each operation that has to be performed on the job.

Kanet [24] compared three methods to set a due date.

They were the total work method, a method depending upon the

number of operations to be performed, and a method depending

upon the processing and the waiting time. He concluded that

the TWK method was superior to the others in terms of mean

tardiness. It was usually superior to the other rules in

terms of proportion tardy, and conditional mean tardiness.

Eilon and Chowdhury [15] examined methods for setting

due dates for jobs based upon the processing time, and the

level of shop congestion. They used three loading rules,

namely FIFO, the Shortest Imminent Processing Rule [SI], and

a variation of SI. Simulation was the analysis methodology

used. The investigators tested four different methods to set

due dates.
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2.Q Simulation
On each passing day, the complexity of the problems

faced by industrial engineers seems to increase. This has

resulted in increased computer usage as a method to solve

complex industrial problems. Simulation has emerged as one
of the principal techniques in analysing complex problems.

Wilson and Pritsker [40] identify four different

levels at which computer simulation can be used:

1. As an explanatory device to define a system or a

problem. .

2. As an analytical method to determine critical

elements, components, and issues.

3. As a method of evaluating proposals.

4. As a predictive tool in forecasting and planning

future developments.

Wilson and Pritsker define simulation as the process

of designing a mathamatical-logical model of a real system
”

and experimenting with it on a computer [40]. Pritsker and

Pegden [34] state that simulation experiments could be used

in the following situations :

1. Analyse a proposed system without building it.

2. Analyse a system in operation without disturbing it.

3. Analyse the stress limits of a model without

destroying it. ~
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2.§.2 Spgps Tg Bg Adopted lp Q Simulation Sppdy : Wilson
and Pritsker [40] identify the following stages in

developing a simulation study:

1. Formulate the problem statement.

2. Build the model using both mathematical and logical

relationships.

3. Identify and collect data.

4. Prepare the data for computer processing.

5. Verify that the computer executes as intended.

6. Validate the program.

7. Establish the experimental conditions for using the

model.

8. Analyze the results derived through this experiment.

9. Implement the results derived from the experiment.

The analyst then has to select a conceptual framework

for describing the system that he has to model. The approach

used could be:

1. Discrete Simulation

2. Continous Simulation

_ 3. Combined discrete - continous simulation

2.6.2 Simulation — Applications : Simulation has become a

very popular method to solve‘ large, complex problems in

the last twenty years [40]. The development of simulation
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languages has also been a ‘very important. factor in the
growth of simulation as a solution technique. Some of the

areas where simulation is used are:

1. Manufacturing operations.

2. Transportation systems.

3. Project planning and control.

4. Environmental and ecological studies.
[

5. Health care systems.

2.Q.Q Simulation ip Manufacturing Operations : For

manufacturing operations, numerous studies Ihave been

performed using simulation as the solution technique. Ralph

St.John [37] used simulation in his paper assessing the ill-

effects of inflated planned leadtimes. Muhlemann et al [28] °

used. simulation to study and. rank scheduling Zheuristics.

These authors considered various performance measures, which

could be of importance to management.

Blackstone et al [9] ranked dispatching rules used in

jobshop environments using simulation techniques. They

compared several dispatching rules using simulation as the

solution technique . Baker and Dzielinski [4] tested

dispatching rules in shops of various sizes and found that

the size of the shop does not affect the relative

performance of the rules. Hence, it is more convenient to
simulate a smaller shop and apply the findings to a larger
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shop.

Fishman in 1971 [18] suggested an approach to minimize

the sample size required in simulation studies. King and
Spachis [26] used simulation to compare various scheduling
heuristics on different sizes of the flowshops and_ with
different variability of processing time data.

h
Weeks [39] investigated the effects of assigning due

dates based. ‘upon flowtime for a ‘variety of shop

configurations and structures. He concluded that the due
date assigning procedure, the dispatching rule, and the shop

structure affect shop performance in terms of meeting due

dates. He also concluded that the total work (TWK)

consideration improved due date performance. As the shop
I

structure became more complex and elaborate, due date

performance worsened.

Q.] Summary
It is obvious from this review that there has been

very little researdh quantifying and analysing the inter-

relationships between leadtime and flowtime, machine

utilization and WIP. Althorough, systematic study on the
U

effects of independent variables such as lot sizes, product

mix, types of job flows, sequencing procedures etc. is

conspicous by its absence. The effect these variables would

have on WIP, flowtime, machine utilization and on the
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estimation of leadtime has not been systematically analysed.

There is no method in the literature which assists in

estimating flowtime accurately, taking into consideration

the shop congestion, queue time, and processing time.

Although there are many published research papers which deal

with the due date setting procedures that could be used in

jobshops, there are no methods described in the literature

that can accurately determine flowtime, such that jobs could

be released to the shop taking into consideration the due
Y

date and the estimated flowtime.
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CHAPTER Q
U

LEADTIME ESTIMATION

Q.} Introduction

In any manufacturing environment, a leadtime.

estimation method is of paramount importance. This is

because an accurate leadtime estimate assists a production

planner in deciding when a job should be released to the

shop. To date, there has been no acceptable method published

in the literature which states how this could be done. As a

result, leadtime is often over-estimated [7]. This results
”

in exaggerated leadtimes, large WIP values, and reduced

customer service [37].

There have been technical papers that have dealt with
due date determination in a jobshop [5,8]. Both static and

dynamic shops have been considered. Researchers have

assigned due dates based upon factors such as the number of

operations to be undertaken, the total work criteria, the

use of a random variable, and by the use of a constant
factor [5]. They have come to the conclusion that the 'total

work' (TWK) criteria was the most accurate in due date

determination procedure.
I

Leadtime determination in a manufacturing environment

is an invaluable, integral part of due date determination.

The converse is also true, since the release of a job to the

32
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shop floor is also dependent upon the the estimated

manufacturing time required for the product, if the due date

is known. The production planner has to determine the time

required to manufacture a product prior to release. This

enables him to determine when the job should be released to

shop floor, if the due date is known. Thus leadtime

determination in a manufacturing shop is an extremely
‘ important function that the production planner has to

perform.

The importance of leadtime estimation in a

manufacturing facility is further illustrated using Figure

3.1. If the due date is known, and if the job were to arrive

at a time denoted by TNOW, then immediate job release to the

shop would result in excessive WIP, possible early job

completion, and increased shop congestion. Instead, it can

be argued that the job should. be held in a queue and

released to the shop using an estimate of the required

processing time. The method used to estimate leadtime should

take into consideration both shop and job characteristics.

This scenario is demonstrated_in case 2 in Figure 3.1.
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. Case l: gg Leadtime estimate

I I II II ··————·———·———·————————·—·——---—-—-——--——----— II I I
I ITNOW — Job arrives. Job Due Date

Due Date set based
upon job/shop.Released
immediately.

Case gz Leadtime Estimate Available

I I II I II -—-—-·-—-—--——- I—-—-—--—-—-——————--„----———-—-—·— I
|<----——-——---->|<—---—-—--—-—-----—-------——--->I|Job in Queue | Estimated Leadtime ITNOW Job Released Known Due Date

Job Arrives.

Figure 3.} — Due Dates and Leadtime Estimation.
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It should be possible to incorporate a job release

discipline, such that a job would be held in a queue, and

released to the shop only when the conditions stipulated by

the rule are met. This concept could be used to reduce WIP

further, but its use may result in greater flowtime values

and lower machine utilization. Hence, flowtime and machine

utilization estimates, different from those used when no

release rule is specified, should be used.

In this research, two different rules were used to

release the job to the shop. Jobs on arrival to the shop

were held in a queue and released to the shop only after the

required conditions,l as specified by the job release

discipline used, were met. Experimentathmn was performed

for three shop configurations, and three different lot sizes

were used. The job release methods used were compared to the

scenario where no release rule was used, that is, when jobs

were released to the shop on their arrival.
”

3.; Bertrand’s Workload Dependent Que-Qatg Determination
Bertrand’s due date determination method is one method

‘ that coubd be adapted to estimate leadtime, and determine

job release dates. But it appears that this method has not

been used in the realm of leadtime estimation.

Bertrand [8} stated that due date determination should

_ be dependent upon order characteristics as well as upon the
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workload isituation. in the shop. Using Zhis criteria, due

dates should be determined using an expression which takes
into account the number of operations performed, the sum of

the processing times, the flowtime allowance required per

job, and the additional flowtime allowance dependent upon

the observed congestion in the shop.

Hence, he stated that due dates could be determined

using the following expression:

Dj = Rj + TWKj + B.NOPj + Fj(Wt) (3.1)

where

Dj = due date of job j

Rj = arrival time of job j

NOPj = number of operations of job j

TWKj = sum of the operation times of job j

B = minimal flowtime allowance per operation of a job

Fj(Wt) = additional flowtime allowance dependent

upon the congestion due to shop workload.

From Bertrand's work, it can. be hypothesized that

leadtime could be determined as the sum of the following

terms:

Leadtime Required = TWKj + B.NOPj + Fj(Wt) (3.2)

where each term is as defined in equation 3.1. Equation 3.2

takes into consideration the number of operations involved,

the congestion in the shop, and the processing times.
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Bertrand's rule was designed to identify a job's due

date and not calculate leadtime required. However, it could

be modified as in equation 3.2 to estimate leadtime. Here

again, this rule does not consider the shop as a whole. The

rule is job related, and not system related. This rule also

does not consider the lot sizes that may be involved. The_

method that could be used to determine Fj(Wt) and B as found

in equation 3.1 is not clear. From an users viewpoint, it

appears that this method— would be very difficult to

conceptualize and implement on the shop floor.

3.3 ggg Release Method ggg
In Job Release Method One (JRM1), jobs are stacked in

a single, new job queue on arrival to the shop. They are

released to the shop only when the first machine that the

job has to visit has no jobs waiting to be processed. Thus,

a 'Just—in—Time' (JIT) system results for the first machine

that the job has to visit. This is because the machine has

material released to it only when the queue for that

particular machine is empty.

A job is released to the shop only when the first

machine it has to visit has no jobs waiting to be processed.

However, this does not mean that the first machine is idle,

since a job is being processed on the machine, while only
its queue is empty. Once every ten minutes, the queue of the
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machine the job has to visit first is checked. If it is

empty, the job is released to the shop. It is obvious that
JRM1 can be implemented only if the job route is known prior
to it's release to the shop.

This job release method should result in jobs being

balked prior to release to the shop if the machine it has to

visit first has a job waiting to be processed. Thus, it

should result in reduced WIP in the shop. It should not

substantially* harm. machine utilization levels, since the

queues are checked every ten minutes. The first machine a

job has to visit should not be idle, since the queue being
empty does not mean that the machine is idle. It is however

possible, since the queue was checked only once every ten

minutes, that a machine could remain idle for a very short

time period, due to the lack of work to process. This rule

is easy to visualize and simple to implement.

The disadvantage of this rule is that it does not

consider the queues that may exist at the other machines

that the job may have to visit. It only takes into
‘ consideration the queue length at the first machine the job

‘
has to visit. Hence, the machines downstream could be‘idle

due to lack of jobs to process or they could have an

excessive number of jobs waiting in queue to be processed.

Therefore, a job release rule that takes into consideration
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the queues at all the machines the job has to visit could be

more effective.

JRMl probably should be more effective for a flowshop

than for a jobshop. In a flowshop, flow is unidirectional.

Hence, it is likely that if the first station the job has to

visit has no jobs waiting to be processed, then the

subsequent machines the job has to visit would have no jobs

waiting to be processed. In a jobshop, flow is

bidirectional. It is likely that although the first machine

a job visits has no jobs waiting, the other machines that it

has to visit may have a queue.

g.g ggg Release Method ggg
Job Release Method Two (JRM2) takes into consideration

the jobs waiting in queue at each one of the machines that

the job has to visit in the shop. The queue lengths at each

machine on the job's route is given a weight, with the queue

at the first machine the job visits having more importance _

than the next. _

This rule releases a job to the shopfloor taking into

consideration the WIP along the route the job has to

traverse. A weighting factor gives more importance to the

WIP at the first machine the job has to visit, secondary

importance to the second nmchine to be visited and so on

through all the machines the job visits. This rule takes
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into consideration the fact that although the queue at the

first machine the job has to visit was empty, the queues at

the other machines the job has to visit could be large, and

hence the job when released may spend a great deal of time

waiting to be processed.

The weighting factor is established such that the

total number of jobs in the queue at the first machine the

job had to visit is multiplied by X1, the second by X2, the

third by X3, and the queue at the last machine by Xn, X1

through Xn are in decreasing order. A job is released to the

shop when the sum of these values is less than a user-

specified value. If the sum is greater, then the job is held

in an incoming queue and not released. The computations

specified above are repeated every ten minutes, and the job

is released only when the the desired conditions are met.

The criteria that is used to release jobs is presented in

equation 3.4. A job is released to the shop only if the sum

of the products computed is less than a user specified value

D.

D < X1.Q1 + Q2.Q2 + X3.Q3 +.....+ Xn.Qn (3.4)

where

X1, X2,...., Xn = weighting factors used

where Xi>x2>x3>.....>xn.
Q1, Q2,...., Q4 = Total number of jobs in each queue _
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This rule uses the total number of jobs waiting to be

processed instead of the sum of the processing times. This

is because all the processing times used are normally

distributed with a mean value of two minutes. Hence, . the
number of jobs waiting in queue to be processed are

considered in the implementation of this rule.

This rule can be used with different values being

assumed for the weighting factors. This rule should result

in increased flowtime values, since jobs are held in a queue U
prior to release until the required conditions are met. This

rule takes into consideration the queues waiting* to be

processed at all machines the jobs have to visit. It is

however essential that the job route must be known, if JRM2
is to be implemented. ‘

Q.; Conclusion

Leadtime estimation is an inseparable part of job

release mechanisms in scenarios in which the job due date is

known. It will help a production planner in deciding when a

job should be released to the shopfloor. It is possible to

hold all the arriving—jobs in a queue, and release them to

the shop taking into consideration the estimated leadtime

required to process them. It is also possible to incorporate

job release rules such that WIP is reduced. Two job release

rules that could reduce WIP have been described. The first
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rule considers the queue at the first machine that the job

has to visit. The second rule takes into consideration the

queues at all the machines the job has to visit.



CHAPTER Q

METHODOLOGY

Q.; Introduction
·

In order to estimate the effect of excessive leadtime
on WIP, machine utilization and resulting flowtime, a

thorough system investigation was required. In the absence

of real data from an actual system, a hypothetical system

which closely resembled an actual, real-world system was

defined.
In defining sudh a system, assumptions were used to

define factors that may affect studying the hypothetical

system. In this research, it was assumed that the

independent variables that may affect the system output
.w€I€:

1. Shop type/product mix.

2. Sequencing rule.

3. Lot size.

The dependent variables that were considered included:

1. Work—in-process. e
2. Machine utilization.
3. Job flowtime.

e

In this research, the effect that the independentV
variables had on the dependent variables were monitored.

43
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Three different lot sizes were studied. Two sequencing rules
I

were used. The jobs were held in a queue on arrival to the
shop, and released as per the conditions imposed by a job

release rule. Two job release rules were used. These

scenarios were compared with the case wherein no release

rule was used, that is, jobs where released to the shop onarrival. g
Three different shop configurations were modelled.

Eight different products were manufactured in each shop

configuration. Hence, the effect that each one of the

inputed variables had upon the output (dependent) variables

was studied. The relationship between lot size and flowtime

for all the three shop configurations, for both the release

rules used, was observed. A method to estimate flowtime for
all the scenarios studied was suggested. If flowtime was

estimated, then the job release date could be estimated,
' assuming the due date was known.

g.g Definition Q; ggggg gg gg gggg
These widely used terms are defined to avoid any

ambiguity in their interpretation.

- ggg : An entity that enters and leaves the system and

while in the system visits one or more machines and receives

added value.

Machine : .A center of activity that adds value to a

job. It can represent a worker.
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System : Contains one or more machines that require

coordinated control.
l

ggggg : Information that is deterministic or 4

stochastic. If it is stochastic, then the form of

distribution, mean and the variance are predetermined. This

information may be fixed earlier or generated in real time.

4.; Assumptions

Assumptions are used to constrain and help define the

system. The assumptions can be subdivided into four

categories:
A

1. Job related.

2. Machine related.

3. System related. _

4. Control related.

4.;.4 ggg Related Assumgtions

1. Jobs are independent of each other.

2. Job routes are known.

3. Processing times are known.

4. Batch sizes are discrete.

5. Due dates are known.

6. Job setup times are known and are contained within

the processing times.

8. Arrival rate is known.
l

9. Job mix is fixed.
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4.3.3 Machine Related Assumptions

1. No machine failure.

2. No machine maintenance needed.

3. Machine capabilities and capacities fixed. .

4. Only one job can be processed on a machine at a time.

5. Machine setup time is known and is contained within

processing times.

4.3.3 System Related Assumptions

1. Eight machines in system.

2. Flow direction is known.

3. System is dynamic.

4. Shop layout known.

5. Known state of system at time zero and time stop.

6. Start-up period is allowed so that the system may

approach steady state.

4.3.4 Control Related Assumptions
1. No batch splitting.

2. No job interruption.

3. No lap phasing l
4. No job acceleration.

5. No unscheduled slack time.

6. Priority of each job is known. _
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4.4 gyp;; gg Systems Possible .

The system ·used for analysis could. be one of the

following :

1. Pure flowshop.

Z. Flowshop.

3. Modified flowshop.

4. Jobshop.
4

5. Pure jobshop.

ggg; flowshop : Jobs follow a single path, and flow is

unidirectional. Jobs have a single entry point and a single

exit point.
— Flowshop : Jobs follow mmltiple paths, and flow is

unidirectional. Jobs have multiple entries and exits.

Modified flowshop : Jobs follow umltiple paths, and

flow may be bi-directional. There are multiple entry and

exit points for jobs. The net flow of the system is from

left to right. A
Jobshop : The net flow of the shop is in any

direction. Jobs follow a multitude of paths. Multiple entry

and exit points exist for each job.

ggg; jobshop : Jobs follow a totally randomized flow.

The flow is entirely multi-directional. If there are n

stations, then there are Zn job entry and exit points.
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4.; Experimental System .
The system to be studied consisted of eight machines.

Eight jobs routes were specified for each shop type under

consideration. The job route for each particular job

decided the sequence by which the jobs were processed. The

actual job route was chosen using a discrete probability
' function. Random numbers were generated to decide on the

route a particular job followed. Each job visited four

machines. The production of any one product was as probable

as any other.

4.;.4 Independent Variables: The three independent
variables considered in this research were:

1. Shop type/product mix.

2. Sequencing rule.

L 3. Lot size. e

_ These are the parameters that were varied and whose

effect on the output variables (the dependent variables) was

studied.

4.;.4 ghpp Configprations: The three types of shop
configurations considered were: _

1. Jobshop.

2. Flowshop.

3. Modified flowshop.
These three shop configurations were considered because they
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represent the entire range of facilities available. All the

three shop configurations studied are illustrated in Figure

4.1. The flow through machines 5-1-7-4 signifies a jobshop,

that through 2-6-3-8 signifies a modified flowshop and that

through 1-4-5-8 signifies a flowshop. All three types are

portrayed in this study. _

4.5.5 55; 55555: The lot sizes considered were varied at
three levels: 25, 50, and 75. The effect that each lot size

had with respect to the output was analysed. The three lot

size levels were studied for all three shop types.

4.5.4 Seguencing gf ggg; in th; Qgggg: Jobs waiting to be
processed at a workstation were chosen for processing using

either the Shortest Processing Time (SPT) or the First In

First Out (FIFO) sequencing rule. Several studies have

reported that SPT is superior to other sequencing rules in

actual, real life situations [2,23,28]. On the other hand,

FIFO has always been portrayed as a very fair rule, which is

used extensively [28]. It is for these reasons that SPT and

FIFO were used. The effects of both these rules on

flowtime, WIP and machine utilization were studied with [

respect to leadtime calculations.
[
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Jobshog

®®®®e
A Modified Flowshog

l

®®«
. Flowshog

e

Figure 4.l - Shog Layout - Illustration of Job Flow
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g.g.g ggg ggg: Job mix was portrayed in the system under
study, by the various job routes specified. Eight different

job types with unique routings were manufactured for each

type of' shop configuration studied. Hence, the job mix

considered included eight different products in each case.

g.g.g Processing gggg: Processing time in this study
includes all three traditional components:

1. Processing time.

2. Material handling time.

3. Setup time.

Processing time was stochastic utilizing a normal

distribution. Mean processing time for any operation was

assumed to be two minutes. If a processing time was greater

or lesser than the mean plus or minus one minute, then

another processing time was generated from the same

distribution. This process was repeated until a processing

time in the acceptable range was obtained. This was done to

remove any values that were unrealistically small or large.

When a new job is manufactured, some time is lost as

production setup time. This is the time setting up the jigs,

fixtures, and tooling required to produce the new job. In

this research, the setup time was presented as an inherent

component of the processing time.

Material handling time is the time that elapses when
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the job is moved from one machine to the. next. In this

research effort, material handling time was included in the

job processing 'time. The job processing time job hence

included both the material move time and the setup time

along with the actual processing time.

g.g.l ggg Arrival gggg: Job arrival rate to the facility
patterned an exponential distribution. Lots were created

every sixty minutes. The occurrence of any one type of job
was assumed to be as probable as any other. ‘

g.g Degendent Variables ·

The following parameters were closely studied during

this research: .
1. Flowtime: the time taken by each job to be processed

in the facility.

2. Work—In-Process(WIP): the jobs in the system waiting

to be processed and those being processed.

31 Machine utilization: the ratio between the time the
machine was actually in use and the total time for which itwas available. y

Efforts were also made to vary the WIP and observe the

effect of the same on flowtime and on machine utilization.
'WIP was increased by increasing the size of the lots

arriving to the system.
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g.] Simulation Methodology

The system was modelled as a discrete change system

using SIMAN, system simulation and modelling language [33].

This framework stresses the fundamental distinction between

the system model and the experimental frame. The system

model is used to define the static and dynamic system

characteristics. The experimental framework defines the
experimental conditions under which the model is to be run.

There can be several experimental frameworks for one model.

A single system model ‘can have three distinct

modelling orientations combined with it. A discrete change

system can be described using process or an event

orientation [33]. A continous change system can be modelled

using a set of algebraic or differential equations. A

discrete-continous system can be represented by a

combination of these orientations.

A simulation run in SIMAN has three different,

distinct activities:

1. System model development.
‘ 2. Experimental frame development.

3. Data analysis.

Five, individual processors are used to interact

through four data files. The model processer is used to

construct a block diagram model. A data file called the
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model file is generated. The experiment processer is used to

define the experimental system for the system model. The

data file that is generated is called the experiment file.

The link processer combines the model and the experimental

file to produce the program file.
l

The program file acts as the input to the run

processer which then executes the simulation runs and writes

the results on an output file. Any FORTRAN subroutines

needed are linked to the run processer before the simulation

runs are executed. The data contained in the output file

are analysed, formatted and displayed using the output

processer.

In this research, modelling orientation was brought

about through 'process orientation'[33]. The model was

constructed by depicting the system's functional operations

as a block diagram. The block diagram was described with a

set of' input statements. An apparent. advantage of using

SIMAN is that it can be run on an IBM Personal Computer

(P.C.). Many of the concepts found in SIMAN’ have been

influenced by other simulation languages such as GPSS, GASP,

and QGERT [331.
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g.§ Steady ggagg going Determination .
Every simulation model requires an initial or starting

state for the simulation [34]. An empty and idle state would

be one where there are no entities in the system and all the

servers are idle. As the purpose of this research was to

study the quasi—steady state behavior of a system, the y
simulation study had to be started at a state other than

empty and idle. An initial state that is representative of

the longterm behavior of the system had to be established.

Steady state is a limiting condition that can never be

completely realized i11 a simulation experiment. There are

three methods used to determine steady state [34]. The first

method is to select a starting condition that represents the

steady state conditions. The second method attempts to

simulate the system long enough so as to make the initial
_ bias insignificant. The third method is to discard the

values recorded in the initial transient phase of the

simulation [34]. This research utilized the last method,

discarding information prior to the steady state point.

_ A graphical approach was adopted to calculate the time

at which the system reached steady state. Data from the

pilot simulation runs was used, and the performance measure

flowtime, was plotted versus time.
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The system considered was the modified flowshop with

lot sizes of 50. This was a 'middle of the road' approach.

Steady state was assumed to have been attained after a

transient period of 1500 minutes as illustrated in Figure

4.2. After the steady state time had been determined, the

statistics accumulated until that point of time were

cleared, and data collection was started anew.

4.2 ggg Length ggg Number gf Replications

The use of a few long runs as opposed to numerous
'

short runs generally' produces a. better estimate of the

steady state because the initial bias is introduced a fewer
l

number of times and less data is truncated [38]. The larger
[ the initial bias, the more important it is to use larger,

longer runs, to reduce the effect of the starting conditions

[38].

In this research, three runs of length 4500 minutes

each each were used for each scenario. Each simulation run

used a different random number stream. Hence, each scenario

was simulated for a period of 13,500 minutes. This does not

take into consideration the time required to attain steady '

state. Each scenario was simulated for 1500 minutes to
4

attain steady state.

4.1Q Summary

The above experimental system was used in an effort to
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study the relationships between leadtime and WIP, flowtime

and, machinei utilization in an. manufacturing environment.

Three different shop configurations were considered, with

p three different lot sizes using two sequencing rules.

g Simulation was undertaken to observe the effect of variation
of the input parameters on the output variables. The entire

simulation procedure was carried out on an IBM P.C. using

SIMAN system simulation concepts.



CHAPTER Q I

RESULTS

Q.} Introduction

In order to understand the interaction between

parameters such as WIP, flowtime, machine utilization, and

leadtime, and to analyse the two job release heuristics, the

experimental system described in Chapter Four was simulated.

The three independent variables considered were the shop

type/product mix, shop configuration, and the sequencing

rule used. The entire simulation was carried out on an IBM

P.C. using SIMAN system simulation concepts.

This chapter presents the results subdivided into

three experiments.

Q. Experiment ggg: A complete factorial experiment was

performed to determine the effect of the independent

variables on the dependent variables and to observe the

inter-relationships between the three dependent variables.

No job release rule was used, and three shop types were

simulated using three different lot sizes, and two different

sequencing rules. Therefore, eighteen differentscenarioswere

modelled. 4

_Z_. Experiment ggg: JRMl was tested with SPT as the

sequencing rule. Three different shop types were simulated,
4

using three lot sizes in each case. Nine different scenarios

· 59 _
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were modelled. JRM1 was compared with the case in which no
job release rule was used. ·

5. Experiment Tpppp: JRM2 was tested with SPT as the
sequencing rule. Three different shop configurations were

studied with three lot sizes. Hence, nine different

scenarios were modelled. JRM2 was compared with JRM1 and

with the case in which no job release rule was used.

Finally, from the results, a method to graphically predict

leadtime from emperical data is presented.

5.2 Experiment Qpp: Complete Factorial Experiment
The complete factorial experiment's objective was to

identify the effect that each independent variable had on

the dependent variables. Hence, three different shop types

were simulated„ ‘with three different lot. sizes, and two

different sequencing rules, resulting in eighteen different

scenarios. No release rules were used, that is jobs were

released immediately upon arrival to the shop.

5.2.2 Effect pf ppp 52pp: The first effect analysed was
that of lot size. The relationships observed are portrayed

in Figure 5.1, 5.2, and 5.3. ·Figure 5.1 depicts the

relationship between flowtime and lot size. The relationship

between machine utilization and lot size is portrayed in

Figure 5.2, and that between WIP and lot size is portrayed

in Figure 5.3. Figure 5.3 actually portrays queue length
.

which is directly related to WIP.
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For the system studied, and range of variables tested,

an increase in lot size results in an increase in flowtime.

An increase in lot size also results in increased machine

utilization since the machines have more work released to
‘

the shop. An increase in lot size also resulted in an

increase in WIP.

Irregardless of the sequencing rule or the shop type,

it. was observed that machine utilization increased. with

increased lot size. But, when FIF0 was the sequencing rule

used, machine utilization increased from 0.438 for a

flowshop with a lot size of 25, to 0.887 for a jobshop with

a lot size of 75. When SPT was was used, machine utilization

increased from 0.374 for a flowshop for a lot size of 25, to

0.914 for a modified flowshop with a lot size of 75.

It was observed that flowtime increased from 344 _

minutes for a flowshop with a lot size of 25 to 2212 minutes

for a jobshop with a lot size of 75 with FIF0 as the the

sequencing rule. When SPT was used, flowtime increased from

334 minutes for a modified flowshop to 1922 minutes for a

flowshop. Therefore, in general it can be inferred that

flowtime increases with an increase in lot size.

WIP levels also increased with an increase in lot

size. They increased from 9.7 jobs for a jobshop with a lot

size of 25 to 320.6 jobs for a lot size of 75, when FIF0 was
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the sequencing rule used. When SPT was used, WIP increased

_ from 6.6 for a jobshop with a lot size of 25 to 230.1 for a

lot size of 75 for a flowshop. In summary, the graphs

plotted indicate that lot size had a substantial effect on

machine utilization, flowtime, and

WIP.5.2.2Effect gg 5hgp Configurations: Three shop
configurations were tested ixx this research. They were a

jobshop, flowshop, and modified flowshop. It can be observed

from Figures 5.1, 5.2, and 5.3 that the shop type had no

apparent effect on the dependent variables. The values

recorded for all three output variables for a specific lot

size, and for a specific sequencing rule, did not exhibit

any particular characteristic that coubd be attributed to

the shop type. _

A perusal of the graphs mentioned above, or the data

collected, reiterates reiterates this inference. For

example, when SPT was used as the sequencing rule, the

machine utilization for a lot size of 25 varied from 0.374

for a flowshop to 0.387 for a jobshop. However, although

shop type did not have a substantial effect on the output

for the complete factorial experiment, it was retained as an

independent variable throughout this reseamda as it could

possibly affect the output parameters when combined with a

specific job release rule.
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5.2.3 Effect gf Segencing gulgg: Two sequencing rules
were tested: SPT and ETFO. It was observed that over the

range of variables tested that SPT did reduce flowtime, and

lowered WIP values, especially for larger lot sizes. There

was no apparent effect on machine. utilization. These

inferences can be drawn through a perusal of Figures 5.1,

5.2, and 5.3.

When FIF0 was the sequencing technique used, the

maximum value of WIP observed was 320.6 jobs for a lot size

of 75. When SPT was used, the maximum value of WIP observed
was 230.1 jobs for a lot size of 75. The maximum value of

flowtime recorded was 2212 minutes for a lot size of 75 with

FIF0 as the sequencing rule. The maximum value recorded

with SPT' as the sequencing rule was 1510 minutes for a

modified flowshop with a lot size of 75. Therefore for the

range of variables tested, SPT reduced WIP by 33.9 percent

to 7.8 percent, and flowtime by 37.8 percent to 24.4 percent

for a lot size of 75.

The sequencing rule however did not have any affect on

the machine utilization. The maximum value recorded was 0.88

for a jobshop with ETF0 as the sequencing rule with a lot

size of 75. When SPT was used, the maximum value recorded

was 0.91 for a modified flowshop with a lot size of 75.

It can be inferred from Figures 5.1, 5.2, and 5.3 that
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SPT proved to be a better sequencing rule with respect to
flowtime and WIP. However, it was also evident that there
was little to choose between the rules with regard to

machine utilization. Hence, SPT was chosen in preference to

FIFO for further use in this research. .

§.g.g Conclusions grgm the Factorial Experiment: Over the
range of variables analysed, the following conclusions can

be drawn from the data derived from the complete factorial

experiment: °

1. Of the variables analysed, lot size was the

independent variable, most affecting the dependent

variables. As it increased, so did the levels of WIP,

flowtime, and machine utilization.

2. The shop type did not 'affect_machine utilization,

WIP, or flowtime.

3. The sequencing rule did affect WIP, and flowtime, but

not machine utilization. SPT proved to be better than FIFO
as far as WIP levels, and' flowtime was concerned. No
specific advantage for using SPT was observed if machine

utilization was considered as the performance measure.

It was obvious that SPT was superior to FIFO with
regard to performance measures such as WIP and flowtime.

Hence, it seemed logical to only use SPT as the sequencing
’

rule in the simulation experiments that followed. Although

the shop type did not affect the output, the experiments
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that follow were carried out for three different shop types.

This was because job release ruües were incorporated. They

were dependent upon the shop typ;. It was posible that the

shop type, coupled with the release rule, could have an
effect on the dependent variables.

g.g Experiment Tgg: ggg Release Method ggg
Job Release Method (JRM1) requires that a job be

released to the shop only when the first machine the job

visits on its route has no jobs in queue waiting to be-

processed. This rule is explained in detail in Chapter III.

Three different shop types were simulated with three

different lot sizes. The sequencing rule used was SPT. The

observations made are illustrated in Figures 5.4, 5.5, and

5.6.

Perusal of these graphs indicates that WIP increased

with an increase in lot size. The flowtime required for a

larger lot size was greater than that required for a smaller

lot size. There was an increase in. machine utilization

values as lot size increased.

g.g.T Comparison _gT gg 3gTg _ggg ggggz When JRM1 was

compared with the scenario in which no release rule was

used, JRM1 was very effective in reducing WIP levels,

especially for larger lot sizes. Table 5.1 gives the

comparitive data derived from both cases.
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Table 5.1 - No Rule Versus JRM1

Jobshop .

ILotI Parameter INo Rulel JRM1 INet Changel Significant II I I I I I et 19% Level I .
I25 I Flowtime I 328 I 344 I + 4.75% I No I
ISO I I 976 I 1042 I + 6.29% I NO I
I75 I I 1385 I 1648 I + 18.48% I Yes I
I25 I Machine I 0.382 I 0.389I + 1.84% I No I
ISO I UtilizationI 0.804 I 0.717I - 10.87% I Yes I
I75 I I 0.906 I 0.882I — 2.65% I No I
I25 I WIP I 6.6 I 6.6 I No Changel No I
ISO I I 79.8 I 52.6 I - 34.11% I Yes I
I75 I I 212.2 I 124.9I - 41.15% I Yes IL...L............L.......L......L..........4..............J

Modified Flowshog

ILotI Parameter No Rule |JRM1 INet Changel Significant I
I I I I I I at 10% Level I
I25 I Flowtime I331 I355 I + 7.06% I Yes I
ISO I I952 I1056 I + 11.05% I Yes I
I75 I I1S10 I1739 I + 15.22% I Yes I
I25 I Machine I0.387 I0.389 I + 0.68% I No I
ISO I Utilization|O.749 Io.752 I + 0.35% I No I
I75 I I0.914 Io.672 I — 4.57% I No I
I25 I WIP I7.0 I6.9 I - 2.27% I No I
ISO I I68.5 I54.1 I - 20.09% I Yes I
I75 I I213.3 I121.9 I - 42.85% I Yes IL...L.............L.......4.......L...........L..............4

Flowshog

ILotI Parameter I No Rulel JRM1 INet Changel Significant I
I I I I I I At 10% Level I
I25 IF1owtime I 313 I 334 I + 6.5% I No I
ISO I I 996 I 1119 I + 12.29%I Yes I

‘
I75 I I 1480 I 1922 I + 29.91%I Yes ‘ I
I25 IMachine I 0.374 I 0.382I + 2.04% I No I
ISO IUtilizationI 0.747 I 0.727I - 2.675 I No I
I75 I I 0.878 I 0.654I - 2.716 I No I

I25 Iwxp I 6.8 I 5.9 I — 13.09 I Yes I
I50 I I 73.3 I 49.7 I — 32.12%| Yes I
I75 I I 230.1 I 112.4I - 51.66%I Yes IL..4_......._..L.......4......L.........J.............4
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Perusal of Table 5.1 indicates that WIP did

significantly decrease due to using JRM1. This was true

especially for the larger lot sizes. There was an increase

in flowtime especially for the larger lot sizes. There was

little significant effect on machine utilization values.—

g.g.g Inference gggg gg}gg ggg}: JRM1 did not
substantially affect machine utilization for the scenarios

examined. Instead, it was for the larger lot sizes that it

had a noticeable impact on WIP levels. There was a small

· increase in flowtime values when jobs were released using

JRM1. .

JRM1 achieved a remarkable reduction in WIP for large

lot sizes. This is because even the balking of one lot would

result in reducing WIP. By holding all unnecessary jobs out

of the shop, the effect on WIP was substantial. In actual

practice, releasing a job to a umchine when the queue for

that machine is empty is the practice of a Just-In—Time

(JIT) system for that particular machine.

JRM1 resulted in jobs being held in a queue prior to

release to the shop. Hence, jobs were balked, prior to

release to the shop, if the conditions specified by the

release discipline were not met. This factor contributed to

the larger flowtime values when compared with the scenario

where jobs were released to the shop on arrival to the shop.

·JRM1 did not effect machine utilization substantially
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. because this rule did not apparently cause any machine to

remain idle due to the lack of material to process.

5.4 gop Release Method Too
Job Release Method (JRM2) took into consideration the

WIP at each machine the job had to visit. The jobs waiting

in queue at each machine center were given a weightage, with

the jobs at the first machine having the greatest weight.

The rational behind the method is explained in detail in

Chapter III.

Jobs were released to the shop in accordance to

Equation 3.3. The values assumed for X1, X2, X3, and X4 were
4

four, three, two, and one respectively. The value of D was

specified as ten. The job was held in a queue and released

to the shop only if the value of D as described in Equation

3.3 was less than ten. The data collected when JRM2 was

used is portrayed in Figures 5.7, 5.8, and 5.9.

5.4.1 Comparison of @ When the results
derived through the use of JRM2 were compared with that

obtained when no rule was used, JRM2 did result in reducing

WIP. The reduction :h1 WIP was substantial especially for d
the larger lot sizes considered. This was because of the

fact that even a single lot size balked by the use of this

rule resulted in a substantial decrease in WIP.
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Table 5.2 - yo Rule Versus JRM2
Jobshog .

ILotI Parameter INo Ru1eIJRM2 INet Chaugel Significaut II I I I I I At 10% Level I
I25 IFlowtime I328 I339 I + 3.29% I No II50 I I976 I989 I + 1.29% I No II75 I I1385 I1600 I + 8.28% I No I
I25 IMachine I0.662 I0.s97 I + 3.78% I No II50 IUtilizatio¤ I0.804 I0.736 I · 8.45% I No II75 I I0.906 I0.814 I - 10.15% I Yes I
I25 IWIP I6.6 I5.7 I - 13.64% I Yes II50 I I79.8 I52.6 I - 34.09% I Yes II75 I I2l2.2 I108.2 I - 49.01% I Yes IL..4...........J.......L......L.........4.............J

Modified Flow Shog

ILotI Parameter INo RuleIJRM2 INet Cha¤geI Significant II I I I I I At 10% Level I
I25 IF1owtime I 331 I 348 I+ 5.02% I Yes II50 I I 952 I 1113 I+ 16.87% I Yes . II75 I I 1510 I 1764 I+ 16.86% I Yes I
I25 IMachi¤e I 0.667I 0.667I No chamgel No II50 IUti1izatio¤I 0.749I 0.754I + 0.67% I No I— I75 I I 0.914I 0.843I — 7.76% I Yes I
I25 IWIP I 7.0 I 5.4 I — 22.86% I Yes II50 I I 68.5 I 62.0 I - 9.49% I Yes II75 I I 213.3I 114.2I — 46.46% I Yes IL...L............L.......J......4...........L..............J

Flowshog

ILotIParameter INo RuleIJRM2 INet Changel Siguificant I
I I I I I I At 10% Level I
I25 IF1owtime I313 I327 I + 4.22% I No I Y
I50 I I996 I1028 I + 3.15% I No II75 I I1480 I1562 I + 5.56% I No I
I25 IMachine I0.374 I0.389 I + 4.01% I No II50 IUtilization I0.747 I0.762 I + 2.00% I No II75 I I0.878 I0.833 I - 5.13% I Yes I
I25 IWIP I6.8 I5.4 I — 20.59% I Yes II50 I I73.3 I51.7 I - 19.34% I Yes II75 I I230.1 I97.5 I — 57.63% I Yes IL...L............J........L......4...........L..............J
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JRM2 also resulted in increased flowtime values when
compared to the scenario in which no release rule was used.
This increase was because jobs were held in a queue prior to
release to the shop until the conditions specified by JRM2
vwere satisfied. There was no significant effect on machine
utilization when using JRM2, for lot sizes of 25, and 50.
Table 5.2 presents the results obtained when JRM2 was used
as compared to when no release rule was used.

5.g.g Inference gggm Qsigg ggßg: The data presented
indicates that applying JRM2 did result in decreased WIP
values but also resultmd in larger flowtime values. The
decrease in WIP is apparent especially when larger lot sizes
where used. This is because of the fact that there was a
significant reduction in WIP if a single 75 lot size was

balked by the use of JRM2. T

However, flowtime values were however greater than thel
case where no rule was used. This was true especially for

the larger lot sizes. This was because they were detained in
a queue if they did not meet the conditions set by the job
release method. An increase in flowtime could also result in
an increase job tardiness, and in missed due dates.

This job release rule did not effect machine

utilization as a perusal of Table 5.2 indicates. This rule
took into consideration queues at every machine the job was
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visit. The rule was very effective in reducing WIP on the

shopfloor. .

g.g.g Comparison Between ggg; ggg gggg: The data collected
did indicate that. both rules resulted in a significant

decrease in WIP when compared to the case in which no job

release method was used. However, both rules did result in

increased flowtime values. V

In a jobshop, JRM2 resulted in greater machine

utilization values for lot sizes of 25, and 50. In addition,

JRM2 also resulted in lesser flowtime than JRM1. WIP levels

were lesser when JRM2 was used than when JRM1 was used.

In a modified flowshop, JRM2 did result in larger

flowtime values, but exhibited lesser machine utilization

figures. Using JRM1 also resulted in lesser WIP than when

JRM1 was used for lot sizes of 25, and 75.

For a flowshop, machine utilization values varied with

the lot size used. WIP levels were higher when JRM2 was

used than when JRM1 was used for a lot size of 50. JRM2
h

resulted in lesser WIP values for the other two lot sizes.

However, JRM2 resulted in lesser flowtime values.
‘

g.g.g gggg - g Discussion: Presented above are results of

a specific case of JRM2. It is possible to vary the values

of the weighting factors and also the value of the release
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number 'D'. A decrease in the weighting factors without a

corresponding decrease in 'D' would result in jobs being

released to the shop sooner. This would result in higher

machine utilization values, and reduced flowtime. It would

also result in much greater WIP. An increase in the

weighting factors without a corresponding increase in 'D'
would result in jobs being balked prior to release to the

— shop for very long periods. This should result in very large

flowtime values, reduced machine utilization and WIP values.

An increase in 'D' without a corresponding increase in

the weighting factors would result in jobs being released to

the shop sooner, resulting in higher WIP values. In

addition, flowtime values should be reduced, and machine

utilization should increase. A decrease in the value of 'D'

without a cbrresponding decrease of the weighting factors

should result in jobs being balked for longer periods of

time prior to release to the shop. This should also result

in increased flowtime, and a decrease in machine utilization

and WIP.
i

The weighting ratio used could be changed. It has been

assumed as 4,3,2,1 in this research. If the ratio were to be

increased to, for example, 10,3,2,1, then JRM2 would

emphasize the queue length at the first machine. In this

case, even a very small queue at the first machine the job

has to visit would adversely affect job release to the



system.

If the weighting factors assumed. were to be, for

example, 4, 3.5, 3, and 2.5, JRM2 would not be pdacing a

very heavy emphasis on the first machine the job has to

visit. The queue at each station the job has to visit would

effect job release almost equally. The queue at the first

machine the job has to visit would not effect job release

substantially more than the queues at the other machines.

5.5 Graphical Analysis Q; Leadtime
i

A leadtime estimate in. a manufacturing environment n
would enable a shop production planner to decide when the

job should be released. If the due date of a job is known,

and if an estimate is available for the expected time

required to process the job, then the job can be released to

the shop at the approporiate time. This is illustrated in

Figure 3.1. It has been shown that releasing a job at the

appropriate time would result in reduced WIP.

Therefore, it can be assummed that the resulting

flowtime of past jobs is directly related to the appropriate

leadtime for future jobs. Flowtime was observed to increase

with an increase in lot size for both the release rules
used. The graph derived from plotting flowtime versus lot

size indicated that flowtime, in the scenarios analysed, was
linearly proportional to lot size. This trend seemed to
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hold. for all the shop configurations, and. the lot sizes

studied.

The relationship between lot size and JRMl was graphed

in Figure 5.7. Flowtime increased linearly with an increasein lot size. — .
The curves plotted. were used to estimate flowtime

values for lot sizes of 20, 37, and 63. The plotted

flowtime values were compared to values obtained through

simulation. The results obtained through simulation and
~

graphically are compared in Table 5.3. They indicate that

in fact there is a high correlation between a forecasted

flowtime value, and a simulated, actual flowtime value.

The increase in flowtime was also linearly

proportional to the increase in lot size when JRM2 was used,

Figure 5.7. The graphs were used to estimate the flowtime

that may' be required for lot sizes of 20, 37, and 63.

Flowtime values for these lot sizes were obtained through —

simulation and the comparison between graphical estimation

and through. simulation are presented in 'Table 5.4. The

results obtained seem to indicate that it is possible to

· estimate the required flowtime accurately from the graph,

that is, the results are very linear.
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Table 5.3 Simulated & Graphically Computed Flowtime Values

. Fg; JRMl _

I Shop Type I Lot IGraphicalI Simulation INet I
I I I I IDifference I. I I I I I I
I I I I I II I I I I I
I Jobshop I 20 I 260 I 280 I - 7.1% I° I I I I I II I I I I I
I I 37 I 710 I 751 I - 5.4% II I I 7 I I II I I I I II I 63 I 1410 I 1390 I + 1.4% II I I I I II I I I I I
I Modified I 20 I 260 I 268 I - 2.9% II I I I I II I I I I I
I Flow Shop I 37 I 730 I 699 I + 4.4% II I I I . I II I I I I I
I I 63 I 1530 I 1624 I — 5.7% II I I _ I I II I I I I IP——————·——————t——————P————————%—————————————+——————————4
I Flowshop I 20 I 260 I 251 I + 3.5% II I I I I II I I I I I
I I 37 I 675 I 701 I — 3.7% II I I I I II I I I I I
I I 63 I 1330 I 1392 I — 4.4% I
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Table 5.4 Simulated & Graphically Computed Flowtime Values

Egg JRM2

r—————————————1-—————r———————————1—————————————r———————————1

I
Shop Type

I
Lot

I
Graphical

I
Simulation I Net II I

I I I I I Differencel
I I I I I I
I I I I I II I I I I I
I Jobshop I 20 I 260 I 241 I - 7.8% II I I I I II I I I I I
I I 37 I 640 I 687 I - 5.4% II I I I I II I I I I I
I I 63 I 1240 I 1285 I + 1.4% II I I I I I
I I I I I II I I I I I
I Modified I 20 I 240 I 231 I + 3.1% II I I I I II I I I I I
I Flowshop I 37 I 695 I 662 I + 4.9% II I I I I II I I I I I
I I 63 I 1390 I 1404 I - 0.9% II I I I I II I I I I IF————————————+—————P——————————+———————————+——————————%
I Flowshop I 20 I 240 I 251 I - 4.3% II I I I I II I I I I I
I I 37 I 640 I 612 I + 4.5% II I I I I II I I I I I
I I 63 I 1245

I
1178 I + 5.6% II I I I I

-
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It should be remembered that a further increase in lot

size, without a corresponding increase in machine capacity

could overload the shop. In this case, flowtime would no

longer be linearly proportional to lot size. The curve may °

tend to replicate an exponential curve. This would occur

only if the system were to become saturated.

If in a real world system, flowtime values could be so

estimated, such a relationship would help the production

planner in deciding when the job should be released to the

shopfloor irregardless of the sequencing rule used. This

would prevent the production planner from releasing the job

to the shop at a time earlier or later than required.

g.g.l Leadtime Estimation gg a General gage: It is evident
from using JRMI and JRM2 that a job release rule does reduce

WIP on the shopfloor, and that it also results in a slight

increase in flowtime. A job release rule which is

particularly suited for the shop in question should be used.

Utilizing simulation as a technique, it should. be

possible to arrive at a graph similar to Figures 5.7 and

5.10 for any facility. Using this graph, the production

planner can estimate leadtime for a particular lot size.

The flowtime value thus derived could help the production

planner to decide when the job could be released to the
shopfloor. ·
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.The advantage of this procedure is .that it can be _

implemented on the shopfloor through the use of a

microcomputer. Since the simulation program for this piece

of research was executed on a personal computer using SIMAN

system simulation techniques, the same could be done on any

shopfloor. j

§.p Comparison ylpg Bertrand'§ Eplg —

Bertrand's due date determination rule takes into

consideration the following parameters [8]:

1. The number of operations to be performed.

2. The shop congestion.

3. The processing time of each job.

Bertrand's rule does not address the congestion on the

specific route the job has to follow. In addition, it is not

clear how Bertrand compensates for shop congestion in his
e

due date determination rule. The method to calculate the

allowance for the number of operations to be performed is

not very clear as well.

JRM1 considers only the first machine the job has to

visit. JRM2 takes into consideration congestion on the

specific route the job has to follow. In this research, each

job visits four machines. Each job has a normally

distributed processing time of two minutes. Hence, each

jcb°S number of operations and processing times is similar
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to any other job's work content.

A comparison with Bertrand's rule was not possible
}

because it is not very clear as to how the shop congestion

j allowance and the allowance for each job to be processed

were determined. Besides, Betrand used his rule mainly toV
determine operational due dates for jobs. On the other hand

JRM1 and JRM2 are job release methods. The output data

derived by their use was adapted to determine a leadtime
,£ estimating method. —

Conclusion

j The use of SPT as a queue sequencing rule was found to
I be superior to the use of FIFO in the scenario were no job
‘ release method was followed. In this scenario, jobs were

; released to the shop as soon as they arrived to the shop.
{ ·Using SPT as the sequencing rule, two different job release

{
methods were used. The job release methods used did result

s in a decrease of WIP on the shopfloor, but also resulted in

an increase of flowtime. This increase was because jobs were
ii held in a queue prior to relase to the shop if they did meet

the criteria laid down by the release methods. There was no
T3 lappreciable change in machine utilization.

The flowtime increase was found to be directly

proportional to the increase in lot size for both the

release methods used. Flowtime could then be graphically
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estimated for any lot lsize value. The values derived

graphically were nearly equal to those derived through

simulation. The entire procedure could be carried out on the

{ shopfloor since the problem was simulated using SIMAN system

simulation concepts using an IBM personal computer.



CHAPTER gl
V

CONCLUSIONS ggg RECOMMENDATIONS

Q.} Summary

The purpose of this research was to understand-the

effects} that inputed variables such as lot size, shop B

configuration/product mix, and sequencing rule would have on

performance measures such as WIP, machine utilization, and

flowtime. Methods of estimating leadtime, which would help

the production planner decide when the job could be released

to the shop, were identified. Two job release methods, JRMl

and JRM2, were developed, and compared with the scenario in

which no release method was specified.

The experimental system used _consisted of eight

machines. A job visited any four machines. Eight different

job types were specified. The probability of any type of

job lbeing manufactured. was equal. Three different shop

configurations were studied. Job arrivals to the system

were modelled using an exponential distribution with a mean

of sixty minutes. The entire system was simulated on an IBM

Personal Computer using SIMAN system simulation concepts.

The literature review set the research in proper

perspective. It exposed the lack of research by academicians

in this area. The topics covered in this literature review

included flowtime and leadtime, WIP, sequencing procedures,

90
‘
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machine utilization, and simulation. The scenarios tested

included those in which no release rule was used, and those
in which job release methods were specified. The job release

rules developed are described in detail in Chapter Three.

The actual methodology adopted is described in Chapter Four.

The findings of this research are documented in Chapter

Five.

§.g Conclusions

This research was performed for a specific system over

a range of variables. It was observed that in the case were -

no release method was specified, that is when jobs were

released to the shop as soon as they arrived, it was found

that the shortest processing time (SPT) sequencing rule was

better than the first in first out (FIFO) sequencing rule

with respect to WIP and flowtime. Machine utilization was

not significantly affected by the sequencing rule used.

When no release method was used, it could be concluded

that lot size substantially affected the performance

measures. Shop type did not alter the output parameters.

The two job release methods developed, JRM1 and JRM2,

did result in a substantial decrease in WIP. They also

resultad in an increase in flowtime, since the jobs were

held in a queue prior to release to the shop, if the

conditions specified by the release rule were not met.
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There was no significant change in machine utilization due

to the use of the release rules. ·

Over the range of variables tested, flowtime was found
to be linearly proportional to lot size in all three cases

studied. The increase in flowtime when lot size increased

was plotted, and the figures thus derived. were used to

estimate the flowtime that ‘would, be ‘required to process

three different lot sizes. The values thus derived were

nearly equivalent to the values obtained through simulation.

The graphical method described in Chapter V will help"

the practioner estimate flowtime accurately. This would help

in deciding when to release the job to the shopfloor, if the

due date is known. This method is simple to use, and easy to

understand. It would result in the reduction of WIP. Because

there were three systems analysed, and the range was robust,

these conclusions are somewhat generalized.

All this brings to mind a quote from Conway, Maxwell,

and Miller [13], which summarizes the difficulties inherent

in most scheduling problems.

" Although it is easy to state, and visualize what

is required, it is extremely difficult to make any

progress whatsoever towards a solution. Many

proficient people have considered the problem, and

have all come away essentially empty handed. Since · '
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this frustration is not reported in the literature,
V

the problem_ continues to attract investigators who

just cannot believe that a problem so simply

structured can be so difficult until they have tried

it. "
‘ ~

6.3 Recommendations Fg; Further Research

Some ideas for further research include:

1. Release the job to the shop only when there is a

single job waiting in queue at each umchine that the job

would visit.
1

T2. Release the job to the shop only if the WIP level was
‘

less than a pre-determined level.

3. Vary JRM2 using varying release numbers and weighting

factors. _ ·
4. Vary the number of machines the job would visit.

5. Vary the processing times used.

6. Use other dispatching rules such as the earliest due

date rule (EDD) etc.

The first suggestion. would in fact result in the
l

construction of a 'Just—in-Time' system. Each machine would

have just one job waiting to be processed. This could result

in vastly reduced WIP levels, and in larger flowtime values.

It is also possible that this approach would reduce machine ‘ ‘

utilization values, since the chances for the occurrence of

a 'stock-out' situation at a machine would be higher.
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In this research, all jobs visit four machines. It

could be possible to vary this. The job could visit any

number of machines, the number varying from one to eight.

Thus, the system under consideration in this scenario would

replicate a real life system more closely. In his due date

determining method, Bertrand [8] suggests calculating a

flowtime allowance for each operation to be performed on the

job. A simple method to arrive at this factor could be

developed.

The fifth suggestion varies the processing times

specified. In this research effort, jobs were assumed to

require a processing time of two minutes at each machine.

This could be varied, such that the processing times at each

facility depended upon the job type under consideration.

This factor would also cause the system under consideration

to more closely represent a real-world system. Finally, the

sum of the processing times could be used as aa factor in

determining leadtime as in Bertrand's due date determining

methodology [8].

It is also possible to release the job to the shop
I

when the WIP level in the shop is less than a specified

value. This approach would consider the overall shop

congestion level, and it would not concentrate on the

specific route the job has to follow.
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JRM2 could be tested with different values for the

release number 'D', and for the weighting factors used. The

effect that this would have on the performance measures

would be interesting to observe. It should be noted that

this concept is shop dependent and would require

considerable computation time.

Two sequencing rules were used in this research. They

were SPT and FIFO. It would be possible to use other

sequencing rules such EDD and view the effect that this

would have on the performance measures.

The effect that inputed variables such as lot size,

sequencing rule, product mix, and shop configuration would

have on performance measures such as WIP, flowtime, and

machine utilization in these scenarios would be interesting

to research and discover. There are many questions in this

area that still are unanswered.
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